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Words from the Director
We know more about the surface of our moon than we know about our oceans. In a world where everything is
overshared, overexposed, and overused, the ocean is our last frontier, where fascinating new discoveries are
happening every day.
In 2018 my research team went out 5 days a week to collect important data about the magical reefs of the
underwater world and their residents. We used existing research methods like BRUV, Roving Survey Dives, Photo
ID, Fish & Benthic Dives and Dive against Debris. We also started using a – for us – new instrument; ‘underwater
time lapse’.
Our Underwater Time Lapse project is inspired by the documentary ‘Chasing Corals’. The goal is to record any
changes to the coral reef and we are doing this by making a time-laps-series of images of the same corals. We
also record the temperature and the salinity with every photo taken, so we are able to track how the change of
temperature affect our coral samples. Curious at what we discovered so far? You will find the results of our
Time Lapse project and our other projects in this annual report.
For us, it’s not just about the marine life and sharks, we also care about the environment. We want to create
awareness for the use of single-use-plastic and reduce the amount that’s being used on the Gili Islands. Our
dream was to create a project that would focus on maintaining the beauty of our home and implement
sustainable solutions for the development of Gili Air. This year we celebrated our 1st year anniversary of our
Plastic Free Paradise Campaign and I’m extremely proud of the results we booked so far and I look forward to
expand our campaign in 2019.
According to a study by the World Economic Forum, there will be one ton of plastic for every three tons of fish
by 2025 [1], and if things go on business as usual, there will be more plastic in the ocean than fish by 2050.Plastic
is ubiquitous in modern society and seemingly unavoidable. But is it worth risking the lives of marine species,
the health of the oceans and our own future in the name of convenience? By taking steps to minimize everyday
plastics in our lives, we can crush plastic at the source and give marine life a fighting chance.
If you ask me what has made the biggest impression on you in 2018 my answer would be without a doubt: the
7.0 earthquake that hit Lombok and the Gili Islands on the 5th of August. An event that left a deep impression
on us and the people around us. Our headquarters got damaged beyond repair and luckily none of us got hurt.
I’m forever grateful that we were able to offer help to those in need and I will never forget the deep bond I felt
between us in these dark days.
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Last but definitely not least there is a few people I would like to thank:
Thank you to my amazing staffs for your commitment, your dedication and your endless energy to protect our
beloved ocean. You guys really make the difference and I couldn’t be more proud to have you on my side.
Thank you to our partner Oceans5 Dive Resort for making your courses available for us. Without your help we
wouldn’t be able to conduct our research.
Thank you to BKKPN TWP Gili Matra for your support and your trust in us. It’s a pleasure to share our mission
with you and we are looking forward to continue our partnership in 2019.
And last but definitely not least: thank you to all the amazing people from all over the world that joined our
research team in 2018. You made it possible that we can keep continue to protect what we love.
Warm greetings,

Rose Huizenga
Director Gili Shark Conservation Project

[1] http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_The_New_Plastics_Economy.pdf
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said, “…no ocean, no life, no blue, no green”

Raditya Andrean Saputra
Lead Scientist Gili Shark Conservation Project
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Abstract
In 2018, an extensive volume of underwater data has been collected by Gili Shark Conservation team including:
68 dropped and viewed Baited Remote Underwater Videos (BRUV), 204 Roving Surveys, 50 Fish and Benthic
Surveys In addition, we identified 137 green turtles (Chelonia midas), 35 hawksbill turtles (Eretmochelys
imbriata) and 11 white tip reef sharks (Triaenodon obesus) through Photo Identification, and 1423 data entries
from Unite Gili. We came across situation where we had to conduct “extra” project such as dead shark
dissection, invasive tunicate distribution pattern, and earthquake impact to reefs in Gili Islands. Furthermore,
we keep track on the type of debris we have removed from our “adopted” dive site, Meno Slope. The most seen
shark on BRUV is black tip reef shark (Carchahinus melanopterus) compared to white tip reef shark (Triaenodon
obesus) in contrast to other methods suggest. It indicates that the black tip reef shark is not susceptible to
external disturbance and its shallow water habitat. Roving Survey method results has pointed out that the most
seen bony fish species, elasmobranch, and turtle are humpback snapper (Lutjanus gibbus), white tip reef shark
(T. obesus), and green turtle (C. midas) respectively. Comparing the data from 2017 and 2018, the number of
bony fishes sighted per dive decreased significantly while shark, ray, and turtles’ sightings are constant. Similarly,
elasmobranch sighting from Unite Gili is dominated by white tip reef shark. June -September is the period when
shark sighting was the highest along with high rare animal such as oceanic manta rays, Manta alfredi and whale
shark, Rhincodon typus. Previous research has suggested that June -October is the colder period for Lombok
Strait region and hence can explain this phenomenon. Dive sites around Gili Trawangan (Sunset Point, Shark
Point, Halik, and Deep Turbo) are giving the most sighting for bony fish, shark and ray. Only Turtle City at Gili
Meno which provides most turtle sighting. It could be related to live coral cover and reef fish density where the
highest percentage is around Gili Trawangan (Halik). According to Heupel et al. (2007), Gili Islands have fulfilled
three criteria as a shark nursery area: First, newborn are constantly sighted across the years. Second, the area is
repeatedly used as the habitat for sharks. The last criteria is shark sighting abundance in Gili Islands is higher
than in surrounding area. Our underwater time-lapse project has shown the effect how 2 oC rise in temperature
for short period of time can cause bleaching for certain coral life-form.
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Introduction
Our mission is to promote shark conservation efforts through education and research while collecting
abundance data from around the three Gili Islands to build a case strong enough to propose to the government
to make the Gili Matra Marine Recreational Reserve the first recognized shark nursery ground in Indonesia. In
short, if the area will be recognized as shark nursery area, sharks and other marine life within Gili Matra Marine
Recreational Reserve will have better protection.
To achieve this, we are gathering scientific data to prove that this area is in fact a shark nursery. Year 2018 is the
last year to gather this data before the policy makers reconvene and re-examine the parameters of the Gili Matra
Marine Recreational Reserve in 2019. We have multiple projects that work towards this goal including
underwater video surveillance, roving survey dives, photographic identification, Unite Gili, a couple of extra
projects and community outreach.

Baited Remote Underwater Video (BRUV)
Because of the nature of shark research in the wild, new techniques had to be invented to answer our questions
about the lives of sharks. One of these techniques is the Baited Remote Underwater Video (BRUV). This shark
study method has been used in numerous studies around the world and has been shown to be very successful.
The BRUV project was introduced to us by researchers from Florida International University (FIU) to estimate
and compare the relative abundance of predator fish species, including sharks and rays, inside and
outside marine protected areas (MPA’s). Sharks and rays are also the most commercially valuable and play an
important role in the local community’s everyday life. Several questions are waiting for an answer through this
study: Is the correlation between diversity and relative abundance of sharks, and the size of the MPA? Are the
MPAs created by NGOs and local villages being successful?

Roving Survey
Being able to conduct rapid species assessments is becoming increasingly more important as a conservation
research tool. Our research team uses the ‘Roving Diver Technique”, a visual surveying method designed
specifically for actively seeking out and positively identifying indicator species (especially fisheries targeted
species) during a dive.
Data on species composition, sighting frequency, and abundance of all relevant fishes are collected using this
surveying method. The data is inputted into several online databases to contribute to various marine biologist
studies of current shark and ray populations, as well as our own data log for fisheries management strategies.
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Fish and Benthic Survey
While being able to conduct rapid assessment becomes more important as a conservation research tools, we
also want to take a closer look at the reef and the fish that inhabit. Our research team uses the ‘Fish and Benthic
Survey Method’, an off shoot of the reef check methodology. This method allows us to assess the reefs around
the Gili Islands if there has been environmental change such as increasing sea temperature.
This method is designed to assess reef health. Data on fish species, size and biomass is collected along with the
benthic composition of the sea floor using this surveying method. The data is inputted into our databases for
monitoring purpose and to contribute to various marine biologist studies of current reef health for marine
protection.

Photo Identification
For marine conservation to be effective we need to know about the populations of the species we aim to protect
and learn about their life history and the environment they chose to live in. Our photographic identification
program is a very useful tool for us to be able to identify the sharks and turtles resident in the area and monitor
their behaviour.
With the use of underwater camera, we can identify individual sharks and turtles living within the Gili Matra
Marine Recreational Reserve and track their behaviour and populations in a non-invasive way. The full side
profile of a shark and side profile of a turtles face are unique to each individual can be used as a unique finger
print to create an individual profile for each individual that we manage to get an identifiable picture of.

Unite Gili
Due to limitation in number of dives and area coverage for the GSC team, we initiated Unite Gili. Unite Gili is
citizen science – we rely on dive professionals within Gili Air to report their elasmobranch sightings to us in
weekly basis. This way, the data volume is larger compare to our primary data such as roving survey. Hence, we
have stronger case to prove that Gili Islands is a shark nursery area. In addition, Unite Gili keeps the dive
professionals in Gili Air updated about GSC status and recent research findings.

Dive Against Debris
The Gili Shark Conservation has adopted the dive site Meno Slope through the Adopt a Dive Site program of
Project Aware. Meno Slope is a famous dive site just of the west coast of Gili Meno – with underwater statues
that attract snorkelers. Once a week our research team does an underwater clean-up dive at this site, and more
than often we find rather interesting things. Such as large pieces of wood, metal poles, and kites. We also find
plastic bags, wrappers, and plastic straws. The Adopt A Dive Site program allows us to lend a hand in keeping
the ocean free from toxic and unsafe marine debris.
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Underwater and Aerial Time-Lapse
Coral reefs play a crucial role in the health of marine ecosystems and it is now in the brink of extinctions because
of multi-level stressors. One of them is coral bleaching that is caused by sea temperature anomaly. In 2018 we
started our Underwater Time Lapse project on the Gili Islands. To be more specific on a dive site called Meno
Slope, the same dive site for our Dive Against Debris project. The goal of the project is to record any changes by
making a time-series of images of the same corals. We record the temperature and the salinity with every photo
taken, so we are able to track how the change of temperature affect our coral samples.
Because we believe that the changes happen not only underwater, but also on land, we started to take aerial
photo with a drone every week. The idea is to see how the Gili Air coastline and reef shape change through time.
Furthermore, with the developing tourism activity, we are aiming to see land-use change on the island as well.

Extra Projects
Dead Sharks Dissection
The limited data record of sharks compare to other fish makes every specimen is valuable to understand the
biology of this species. There were two occasions where we collected two dead sharks’: a white tip reef shark
(Triaenodon obesus) and a mandarin dogfish (Cirrhagaleus barbifer). The white tip reef shark was found stranded
on the beach and the mandarin dogfish was found floating at Han’s Reef. This project examined the external and
internal morphology of the sharks.
Invasive Tunicate Distribution
After several dives around the Gili Islands, the GSC team noticed white-encrusting-tunicate (Ascidian) are
growing at dive sites around Gili Meno. The problem is most of the corals that are grown by this tunicate
observed dead. We observed the tunicate is overgrowing on both hard coral, soft coral, and sponges. Hence, we
try to figure out the vertical and horizontal distribution of this presumably invasive tunicate throughout all dive
sites in Gili Islands.
Earthquake Impact Assessment to the Coral Reefs
As part of North Lombok Region, Gili Islands were also highly impacted by series of earthquakes from late July
2018 until September 2018. The earthquakes were ranging from M=7.0 as the highest magnitude which
caused most of the impacts to M=3.0. In addition to changes on land, there are changes to underwater world
as well. The objective of this research is to assess changes of the reefs around the Gili Islands that are caused
by the recent series of earthquakes. Assessing the change to the coral reefs will be useful to see whether the
earthquake damaged the reefs or not. If this is the case, how did it affect the dive/snorkelling sites topography
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and marine life. Hence at the end, we can decide if the changes will alter the tourism industry and also the
economy of the Gili Islands.

Methods
All the programs were conducted within Gili Matra Marine Recreational Reserve in twelve dive sites (Figure 1)
including Sunset Point, Shark Point, Halik, Deep Turbo, Bounty Wreck, Meno Slope, Meno Wall, Turtle City,
Mirko’s Reef, Air Wall, and Han’s Reef. However, the data density is higher around Gili Trawangan since we
encountered most of the sharks at the dive sites around Gili Trawangan such as Sunset Point, Shark Point, and
Halik. The dataset was started from 2016 until 2017 except from BRUV data which only covered 2017 year.
Most of the data was taken by SCUBA diving except for Unite Gili which is a secondary data reported by dive
professionals around Gili Air. All the data then stored in GSC database and then was analysed by the Lead
Scientist using several software such as Microsoft Excel for calculation and statistical analysis and Geographic
Information System (GIS) software for spatial analysis.
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Figure 1. Dive Sites around Gili Islands.
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BRUV
BRUV’s consist of a video camera inside an underwater housing that is mounted on an aluminium frame. Bait is
placed in a wire cage mounted on a pole in the camera’s field of view. One kilo of oily chum is used as
standardized bait for every BRUV drop (Figure 2).

Figure 2. BRUV setup underwater. Note that the camera is facing the current direction.
This shark study method removes diver impacts on species behaviours as it requires us to deploy the camera in
a location within the MPA at hours when divers are not active in that zone and leave it there for a minimum of
one hour before we return to collect it.

BRUV sampling is conducted throughout the Gili Matra Marine Natural Recreation Park surrounding the three
islands of Gili Trawangan, Gili Meno, and Gili Air. We collect data from recognized dive locations. For keeping
track of our drops the most important information are the GPS coordinates. These allow our team to map exactly
where the BRUV’s have been dropped and inform where we can drop in the future to ensure we cover as much
of the area around the Gili islands as we can to better asses all perimeters within the MPA.

We watch the footage collected from each drop and record all indicator bony fish, sharks, rays, turtles and
species of interest that come along to get a better understanding of which areas within the MPA are successful
and which areas need better protection.

By analysing the data collected from our BRUV we can learn more about the behaviour of the species of sharks
commonly found within the reserve and begin to understand the perimeters where sharks tend to be at certain
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times of the day and year. By keeping record of the depths the sharks have been sighted based on where the
BRUV was placed we can see if the different species of sharks tend to be in different perimeters of the reef. By
recording where the most bony fish/moray eels/mantis shrimp/octopus/other species of interest are seen on
the footage collected, we should be able to access the health of the reef in that zone. We are also interested to
assess the distance from the MPA’s Red zones that sharks are most commonly seen on the footage to will again
help us to access the success and failures of the zoning within the reserve and how it affects the life on the
surrounding reefs.

Roving Survey
Our research team goes out for a minimum of four dives per week to conduct Roving Survey dives throughout
the Gili Matra Marine Recreational Reserve. During these dives we count all indicator species that is bigger than
30 cm Total Length (fisheries targeted species including snappers, groupers, emperors, trevally, barracuda, tuna
and mackerel) as well as shark, ray and turtle sightings. In this report, we use terminology bony fish for the
indicator species. We record the number of individuals observed, species information, size estimation, sex of
sharks, rays and turtles and the depth and dive time at which we encounter each individual.
Each member of the research team has their own slate and record a set of data (Figure 3). When we return to
the office we compare and combine the data collected and record our findings into one set of data per survey
dive to be next used for biomass calculation, spatial variability, and temporal variability of the indicator species.

A

B

Figure 3. A) Three team members writing down indicator species. B) Slate with table headings used
during roving survey dive.
Our analysis of this data can help us to understand the behavioural patterns and movements of the species
resident in the area and migratory species that pass through the waters, gaining a better knowledge of why
individual species behave as they do.
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Fish and Benthic Survey
The basic method requires four people, each with their own independent role. The team members count every
fish of specific species that are longer than eight cm either side of a line for 50 m, which another team member
lays. The total area covered by this survey is 250 m2. Whilst, the substrate team member records the composition
of the sea floor every 50 cm for 50 m (Figure 4). These dives are lead and monitored by our lead scientist. Before
counting the reef fish, the team members need to wait approximately one minute to give time for fishes around
back to their natural behaviour.

Figure 4. Divers position during Fish and Benthic Survey.
The data is collected on behalf of our partners and aids their research on an international basis, while also
highlighting our own aims around the Gili Islands and the marine conservation. Partnered with our other
projects, including the Baited Remote Underwater Video, Photographic Identification and Roving Survey Dives
projects, we use the collective data and results to assess parameters of the Gili Matra Marine Recreational
Reserve. The data is presented by percentage cover for substrate and density per m2 for target reef fish,
invertebrate, and impacts.
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Photo Identification
On each survey dive we bring a GoPro, a slate and a T-stick (a PVC pipe that is one m long and three cm wide
and helps us to properly measure the length and width of the turtles) as shown in Figure 5. For turtles we
prioritize the cheek area of the face because unlike the fins, shell, or tail, the scales on their face are not likely
to change throughout the turtle’s lifetime and the cheek offers an easy, flat surface to photograph.

Figure 5. A diver places a T-stick above a turtle to measure Curved Carapace Length (CCL) and Curved
Carapace Width (CCW).
We use a program called I3S where we input our photographs and identify individuals. This program
recognizes patterns in individuals pictured allowing us to create profiles for newly identified individuals or
allowing us to track already identified individuals.

Unite Gili
Not like other programs, Unite Gili is a citizen science and hence it is a secondary data. We ask dive professionals
in dive shops around Gili Air to write down sharks and rays sighted during their dives on sheet provided by GSC.
The sheet contains several information such as date, species, numbers species seen, diving condition, size, sex,
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and comment on the sharks and rays (Figure 6). Then one of the GSC team-member will collect the sheets from
every dive shop once a week. After, the sheets then copied to GSC database for further analysis.

Figure 6. Example of filled Unite Gili data sheet taken from a dive shop.

Since the GSC team cannot cover all the dive sites all at once, Unite Gili is really helpful to get a continuous shark
and rays sightings year around. Also, it can give the GSC team information about migratory species such as Whale
Shark or Oceanic Manta Ray sighted around the Gili Islands.

Dive Against Debris
Once a week (mostly Friday morning), all the participants with some of the dive masters from our partner
Oceans5, do a reef-clean up dive at Meno Slope. This program was started in October 2017.
There is no big difference of equipment used and the diving rules compared to our normal survey dive. However,
in addition we bring mesh bag for trash container, gloves for sharp objects, and scissor to cut discarded fishing
gear. We are focusing to look for debris, anything those are not belonged to the ocean. We normally go down
to 25 m as the maximum depth and 45 minutes as the maximum dive time. Working in pair, one person collects
the debris while the other holds the mesh bag (Figure 7).
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After the dive, we gathered all the debris in the dive shop to be classified and tallied. At the end, we report the
data to Project Aware database.

Photo Credit: Nicolas Hahn

Figure 7. A Diver with a mesh bag filled with trash at Meno Slope.
Underwater and Aerial Time-Lapse
Our underwater images are taken at the south side of Meno Slope, our adopted dive site every Friday morning
before Dive Against Debris. We take images of four samples, two hard corals, one soft coral, and one rubble
(Figure 8) at 4.4 m depth. For the aerial images, we choose also four sides of Gili Air, South, East, North, and
West (Figure 9). We hope that our samples are representing the entire system. It is done once a week mostly
during mid-day to get uniform lighting to the landscape.
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Figure 8. A sample of underwater time-lapse taken at 4.4 m depth. The concrete structure was
meant to be an artificial reef.

Figure 9. One sample of aerial time-lapse taken from 200 m altitude at north side of Gili Air.
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Extra Projects
Dead Sharks Dissection
Our team had two dead sharks dissected in one-year period. First was a female white tip reef shark (T. obesus),
found at North side Gili Trawangan on the 22nd January 2018. The second one was a male mandarin dogfish (C.
barbifer) at North-East side of Gili Air on the 3rd March 2018.
For both sharks, GSC team members waited for one day after the day the shark found. Then on the following
day the shark was weighted, measured, and dissected by the GSC team (Figure 10). All the measurements were
done by following the guideline from Compagno (2002).

Figure 10. White tip reef shark dissection process.
Invasive Tunicate Distribution
The study is conducted on eight common dive sites throughout the Gili Islands in Indonesia. These include Halik,
Sunset Point, Meno Wall, Meno Slope, Bounty Wreck, Turtle City, Air Wall, and Han’s Reef.
A SCUBA diving team is assembled to randomly drop a one by one meter quadrat through a roving dive plan that
covers a range of depths within each dive site. Quadrate is carried throughout the dive by one diver while the
“buddy” is responsible to picture the quadrat from above (Figure 11). Every three minutes the quadrate is placed
on the immediate benthic environment (Figure 12). The dive team takes a photo of the quadrat area and records
its depth, surrounding water temperature, and time within the dive. Once back in the lab the photographs of
quadrat samples are analysed for percent coverage of invasive tunicate and percent live coral vs. dead coral
within the quadrat.
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Materials used in the research are:
•

Quadrate with size one by one meter, the frame is made PVC pipes and reference grid inside is
fashioned from thin nylon string. Grid lines are places at every 10 cm.

•

Dive slates.

•

Dive computer including time, depth, and temperature functions

•

Underwater camera and its housing.

Figure 11. One of team member carries the one by one meter quadrat.
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Figure 12. One example of a quadrat placed on seafloor at Meno Slope. Note that white-encrusting
tunicate on the host coral.

Earthquake Impact Assessment to the Coral Reefs
The Gili Shark Conservation project has done assessments to the coral reefs around Gili Islands by taking ten
dive sites as sample including Sunset Point, Shark Point, Halik, Turtle City, Meno Wall, Meno Slope, Bounty
Wreck, Han’s Reef, and Air Wall. The surveys were done in one month period from September 1st 2018 until
September 29th 2018. Two methods used on this research were Roving Survey and Fish and Benthic. These
methods are actually conducted frequently by our research team to assess fish population within different zone
in Gili Matra Recreational Marine Reserve (Figure 13). However, we added an extra item to be recorded which
is earthquake impacts. We conducted Roving Survey at all ten sample dive sites and Fish and Benthic method at
pre-assumed-impacted dive sites (Bounty Wreck, Sunset Point, and Turtle City).
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Figure 13. A diver is recording details of earthquake-induced underwater landslide.

Results
BRUV
From 68 BRUV drops in 2018 (Figure 14), all the footages were watched by GSC team-members. The minimum
and maximum depth are 3.8 m and 19 m with average depth of 8.1 m. During the BRUV dropping process, we
also recorded the temperature of the water at depth where the BRUV was dropped. The highest temperature is
30o C in 18th April 2018 while the lowest is 25o C on 21st November 2018. The number of viewed BRUV varies
between month, with July 2018 has the most with 11 BRUVs viewed while August 2018 has the least with 1
viewed BRUV (Table 1). As extra note, January has 0 BRUV since the GSC operation in 2018 started on February.
In addition, August-October period was recovery period from a M = 7.0 earthquake that hit Lombok. As a result,
GSC team dropped only five BRUVs in that three months period.
Total 1075 individuals including bony fishes, sharks, turtles, rays, and moray eels are recorded. June has the
most fish recorded with 188 individuals as shown in Figure 15. However, there are no significant difference
among April, May, June and July.
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Figure 14. Sixty-eight BRUV drop points in 2018.
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We add moray eel, Muraenidae (Gymnothorax javanicus, Gymnothorax thyrsoideus, and Echidna nebulosa) in
our results because it was observed got attracted to our bait in many occasions. As a result, we could observe
the feeding behaviour of those three species mentioned. Feeding behaviour patterns of moray eels from the
videos seems to depend on species and size of the individual. E. nebulosa does not approach the bait in any of
the footages. Amongst the G. javanicus, the larger individuals have a more aggressive tactic to manipulating the
bait cage, namely by shaking it from side to side, whereas the smaller G. javanicus took a gentler approach and
nibbled small fragments that were poking through the bait cage. G. favagineus had an entirely different
approach where they located the gap in the bait cage and attacked this directly to extract large whole pieces of
fish inside the bait cage (Figure 16). This was not actually the original plan of GSC BRUV project, which is to
observe shark. However, the findings about moray eel feeding behaviour is also valuable due to limited study of
moray eels.

Table 1. Number of watched BRUVs footage from each month.

Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

n
0
5
8
8
9
6
11
1
2
2
9
7
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250

188

200
166

185

n = 1075

167

150
111

100
100
53

52
38

50
5

10

0

Figure 15. Species of interest sightings including shark, ray, turtle, bony fish, and moray eels on BRUV
(n ± SE) from each month in 2018.

Figure 16. G. favagineus has its whole head and jaws inside the bait cage to extract the fish.
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Snapper and emperor are the most seen bony fish family (Figure 17), taking 64% from all species of interest
sighting. Species of snapper including humpback snapper (Lutjanus gibbus), one-spot snapper (Lutjanus
monostigma), midnight snapper (Macolor macularis), red snapper (Lutjanus bohar), black snapper (Macolor
niger), and blubberlip snapper (Lutjanus rivulatus). Three species of emperor seen on BRUV footages are grass
emperor (Lethrinus laticaudis), long face emperor (Lethrinus olivaceus), and hump nose big eye bream
(Monotaxis grandoculis) There are two types of shark sighted on BRUV. Black tip reef shark (Carcharhinus
melanopterus) is the most seen shark (n=10) compare to white tip reef shark (Triaenodon obesus). Green turtle
(Chelonia midas) is the most seen turtle with 33 sightings compare to hawksbill turtle (Eretmochelys imbriata)
with 13 sightings. The example screenshots of BRUV footage containing shark and turtle is shown on Figure 18.

450
400

355

350

329

300

n = 1075

250

196

200
150
100
50

3

10

0

13

33

35

61

39
1

0

Figure 17. Number of individuals (n ± SE) recorded on BRUV from each family.
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A

B

Figure 18. Example of BRUV screenshots for species of interest. A) A black tip reef shark passing by the BRUV. B) A green turtle swimming at the top left side
of the picture.
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From 68 watched footages, it is distributed at 12 the dive sites in Gili Islands. The most BRUVs were dropped
close to Halik (n=15), Sunset Point (n=11), and Shark Point (n=10) as shown in Table 2. The main reason is because
from roving survey method, we encountered most of sharks around those dive sites and hence we expected to
get shark on the footage by dropping BRUV around Sunset Point, Halik, and Shark Point.

Table 2. Number of watched BRUVs footage from each dive site.

Nearest Dive Site
Sunset Point
Shark Point
Halik
Deep/Shallow Turbo
Bounty Wreck
Meno Slope
Meno Wall
Mirko's Reef
Turtle City
Batfish Point
Han's Reef
Air Wall

n
11
10
15
5
1
1
3
5
4
6
2
5

Most of the shark, turtle, and bony fish are sighted from Batfish Point (50 m to the west from Han’s Reef) (n=6),
Shark Point (n=12), and Halik (n=361) respectively. Figure 19-21 showed the maps of shark, turtle and bony fish
on each dive site in proportional symbols. The bigger the symbol means the more sightings.
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Figure 19. Shark sighting distribution from BRUV is represented by proportional symbol of white tip reef shark on the map. The symbol at Batfish Point
(north east of Gili Air) is representing six shark sightings.
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Figure 20. Turtle sighting distribution from BRUV is represented by proportional symbol of green turtle on the map. The symbol at Shark Point (north west
of Gili Meno) is representing twelve turtle sightings.
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Figure 21. Bony fish sighting distribution from BRUV is represented by proportional symbol of snapper on the map. The symbol at Halik (north of Gili
Trawangan) is representing 361 bony fish sightings.
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Roving Survey
Total 204 surveys conducted in 2018. We covered 12 dive sites around Gili Islands with Shark Point has the most
survey (Table 3). The lowest maximum depth is 14 m, highest maximum depth is 30 m resulting average
maximum depth 23.3 m. Roving survey method gives us sighting abundance of 9336 bony fishes (average 45.28
per dive), 116 sharks (average 0.57 per dive), 153 rays (average 0.75 per dive), 733 turtles (average 3.64 per
dive), and 44 clams as shown in Figure 22. Giant clam, Tridacna gigas is included as species of interest of the
local government.

Table 3. Number of Roving Surveys from each dive site.

Dive Site
Sunset Point
Shark Point
Halik
Deep/Shallow Turbo

Bounty Wreck
Meno Slope
Meno Wall
Mirko's Reef
Turtle City
Batfish Point
Han's Reef
Air Wall

n

21
23
28
12
20
4
14
11
25
1
32
13

Figure 22. Average number (mean ± SE) of shark, ray, and turtle sighting from 2018.
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Humpback snapper, L. gibbus (Figure 23) with 30-40 cm size is the most seen bony fish species on Roving Survey
with 4551 sightings which is 48.74% of all bony fish sightings (n=9336). Shark sightings are dominated by white
tip reef sharks, T. obesus (39%) as shown on Figure 24. There are occasional encounters with black tip reef shark,
C. melanopterus (4%) at dive sites around Gili Trawangan. In addition, blue spotted stingray, Neotrygon kuhlii is
the most sighted ray compared to blue spotted ribbon tail ray, Taeniura lymma and spotted eagle ray, Aetobatus
narinari. However, there were occasional sightings of rare species such as silver tip shark, Carcharhinus
albimarginatus on June 2018. For the turtle, Green turtle, C. midas is taking 83% of all turtle sightings compare
to E. imbriata (Figure 25).
In terms of distribution through the dive sites, Shark Point has been reported to have the most bony fish sightings
per dive, 127.52 bony fishes per dive. The highest average number of sharks per dive is at Sunset Point (1.86
shark per dive). In addition, Turtle City provided the highest average number of turtles per dive with 10 turtles
per dive. Lastly, the highest probability to see a ray was at Shark Point, 1.83 rays per dive (Table 4). Similar to
turtle sightings, Turtle City has the most clam sightings with 23 sightings. Figure 26-30 are showing the maps of
shark, ray, bony fish, turtle, and clam sighted on each dive site in proportional symbols. The bigger the symbol
means the more sightings.

Figure 23. A school of humpback snappers, L. gibbus as the most seen bony fish from roving survey
dives. (Schofield, 2018).
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Figure 24. A pie chart of elasmobranch sightings from roving survey dives in 2018.

Figure 25. A pie chart of turtle sightings from roving survey dives in 2018.
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Table 4. Average shark, ray, and turtle sighting per dive for each dive site based on roving survey
dives.

Dive Site
Sunset Point
Shark Point
Halik
Deep/Shallow Turbo

Bounty Wreck
Meno Slope
Meno Wall
Mirko's Reef
Turtle City
Batfish Point
Han's Reef
Air Wall

Average shark per dive

Average ray per dive
Average turtle per dive
1.86
0.43
1.57
1.52
1.83
4.22
0.96
1.46
1.86
1.25
1.50
3.08
0.00
0.00
1.15
0.00
0.00
5.50
0.00
0.14
3.36
0.00
0.45
1.36
0.00
0.00
10.00
0.00
0.00
2.00
0.00
0.91
4.53
0.00
0.54
1.54
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Figure 26. Shark sighting distribution from Roving Survey is represented by proportional symbol of white tip reef shark on the map. The symbol at Sunset
Point (south-south west of Gili Trawangan) is representing 39 shark sightings.
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Figure 27. Ray sighting distribution from Roving Survey is represented by proportional symbol of blue spotted ribbon tail ray on the map. The symbol at
Shark Point (north-west of Gili Trawangan) is representing 42 ray sightings.
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Figure 28. Average bony fish sighting per dive from Roving Survey is represented by proportional symbol of snapper on the map. The symbol at Shark Point
(north-west of Gili Trawangan) is representing 127.52 bony fish sightings per dive.
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Figure 29. Turtle sighting distribution from Roving Survey is represented by proportional symbol of green turtle on the map. The symbol at Turtle City
(north-east of Gili Meno) is representing 250 turtle sightings.
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Figure 30. Clam sighting per dive from Roving Survey is represented by proportional symbol of cartooned clam on the map. The symbol at Air Wall (northwest of Gili Air) is representing 23 clam sightings.
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Fish and Benthic Survey
Total 50 Fish and Benthic surveys were carried out by GSC team-members at ten dive sites around the Gili Islands
(Table 5 and Figure 24) in from September 2017 – December 2018. Maximum and minimum depth are 3.7 m
and 12 m, resulting average depth from all surveys is 8.22 m.

Table 5. Number of Fish and Benthic Surveys for each dive site.

Nearest Dive Site
Sunset Point
Shark Point
Halik
Bounty Wreck
Meno Slope
Meno Wall
Turtle City
Batfish Point
Han's Reef
Air Wall

n

4
2
3
7
3
4
9
5
7
6

Table 6 is showing the average percentage of substrate from 50 surveys and Table 7 is showing average
percentage of substrate at each dive site. The benthic component in the Gili Islands is dominated by rubbles
(42.77%). Hard coral cover percentage (15.21%) is classified as low coral cover (Giyanto et al., 2017). Halik has
the most hard coral coverage with 28.57% while the lowest hard coral coverage is located at Meno Slope (6.62%).

Table 6. Average percentage coverage of each substrate type from 50 Fish and Benthic Surveys.

Substrate
Average Cover Percentage
Hard Coral
15.21%
Soft Coral
8.18%
Sponge
1.76%
Nutrient Indicator Algae
2.53%
Recently Killed Coral
1.18%
Rock
7.60%
Rubble
42.77%
Sand
16.66%
Silt
1.34%
Other (ascidian, anemone, hydroid)
2.65%
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Table 7. Substrate composition of each dive site from Fish and Benthic surveys.
Nearest Dive Site Hard Coral Soft Coral Sponge
Nutrient Indicator Algae Recently Killed Coral Rock
Rubble Sand
Silt
Other (ascidian, anemone, hydroid)
Sunset Point
12.53%
11.81%
0.96%
2.41%
0.72%
7.71% 49.88%
9.64%
1.69%
2.65%
Shark Point
12.33%
3.08%
3.08%
6.61%
7.93%
1.32% 26.87% 16.30%
2.64%
19.82%
Halik
28.57%
0.62%
1.24%
1.55%
0.00% 18.01% 24.53% 22.98%
1.55%
0.93%
Bounty Wreck
11.32%
14.71%
1.84%
0.71%
0.14% 11.17% 54.88%
4.10%
0.42%
0.71%
Meno Slope
6.62%
4.64%
2.32%
0.00%
0.00%
5.96% 64.90% 10.60%
4.64%
0.33%
Meno Wall
18.66%
0.00%
1.99%
3.73%
0.00%
7.96% 51.74% 15.92%
0.00%
0.00%
Turtle City
27.10%
2.21%
1.44%
1.44%
1.00%
4.42% 49.56%
5.31%
3.32%
4.20%
Batfish Point
15.84%
1.19%
2.57%
0.40%
0.40% 11.88% 34.46% 31.09%
0.20%
1.98%
Han's Reef
6.83%
12.80%
3.13%
4.98%
3.13%
4.98% 24.89% 39.12%
0.00%
0.14%
Air Wall
8.27%
21.48%
0.18%
5.28%
1.06%
4.93% 37.15% 14.61%
2.46%
4.58%
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The reef fish is dominated by damselfish, Pomacentridae by 27.07% and surgeonfish family, Acanthuridae by
17.32%. While invertebrate is dominated by long spine sea urchin, Diadema antilarum by 66.15%. Most of the
impacts are coral bleaching (38.85%) and coral disease (32.82%), including black band disease, white band
disease, and aspergillosis on gorgonians.
Halik has the highest density of reef fish per m2 as well as the most hard coral cover percentage as reef building
coral. The summary of reef fish density and hard coral cover is shown on Table 8.

Table 8. Summary of reef fish density and hard coral cover at each dive site from 50 Fish and Benthic
Surveys.

Nearest Dive Site n Survey
Sunset Point
Shark Point
Halik
Bounty Wreck
Meno Slope
Meno Wall
Turtle City
Batfish Point
Han's Reef
Air Wall

Hard Coral Cover Average Reef Fish per m2
4
12.53%
0.94
2
12.33%
1.20
3
28.57%
2.05
7
11.32%
0.93
3
6.62%
0.86
4
18.66%
0.92
9
27.10%
0.97
5
15.84%
0.99
7
6.83%
1.34
6
8.27%
1.32
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Figure 31. Fish and Benthic Survey points from September 2017 – December 2018.
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Photo Identification
Total 137 green turtles (C. midas), 35 hawksbill turtles (E. imbriata) and 11 white tip reef sharks (T. obesus) has
been successfully identified using i3s software. Figure 32-34 are showing examples of green turtles, hawksbill
turtles, and white tip reef sharks that have been identified. However, several pictures were not taken by GSC
team members but other dive professional who are willing to share their photographs.

Figure 32. Green Turtle (C. midas) G111 Mirta.

Figure 33. Hawksbill turtle (E. imbriata) H035 Harry the Hawk.
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Figure 34. White tip reef shark (T. obesus) S11 Nico.
Unite Gili
Since it is a citizen science project, Unite Gili provides GSC with bigger elasmobranch (shark and ray) sighting
dataset compared to GSC Roving Survey dataset in 2018. Total 1423 data entry was provided by 13 dive shops
around Gili Air. From total 1423 elasmobranch reported, 1074 sightings (75.47%) were white tip reef shark (T.
obesus). Therefore, white tip reef shark is the most sighted elasmobranch around the Gili Islands (Figure 35).
Several migratory species were also reported such as reef manta ray, Manta alfredi and whale shark, Rhincodon
typus with four sightings each species in one year. In addition, we have also our partner from Nusa Lembongan
(Bali) submitting their elasmobranch sightings in order to have comparison in elasmobranch diversity between
Gili Islands and the Nusa. Their data suggest most of elasmobranch sighted is dominated by reef manta ray by
94% sightings (N=986) as shown in Figure 36. Two type of sharks are sighted in the Nusa Islands, tawny nurse
shark (Nebrius ferrugineus) and bamboo shark (Chiloscyllium plagiosum).
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Figure 35. Pie chart of elasmobranch sightings from Unite Gili in 2018.

Figure 36. Pie chart of elasmobranch sightings from Nusa Islands (Bali) in 2018.
In one year, it can be concluded that May 2018 has the most elasmobranch sightings (Figure 37). As a note, GSC
was not collecting data in January-February and in August no dive shop was operating because of the earthquake
that hit Lombok.
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Figure 37. Elasmobranch sighting (n ± SE) around Gili Islands from each month in 2018.
Similar to BRUV and Roving Survey data, most of the sharks (white tip reef sharks and black tip reef sharks) are
reported seen around Gili Trawangan with most sightings were at Shark Point (n=557) as shown in proportional
symbol on Figure 38. However, there are also sightings in dive sites that have no shark sighting data from BRUV
or Roving Survey such as at Turtle City, Bounty Wreck, and Mirko’s Reef. It is showing that Unite Gili helped the
project to get the complete picture of shark distribution around the Gili Islands.
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Figure 38. Shark sighting distribution from Unite Gili is represented by proportional symbol of white tip reef shark on the map. The symbol at Shark Point
(north west of Gili Trawangan) is representing 557 shark sightings while the symbol on Bounty Wreck (south west Gili Meno) is representing 5 sightings.
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Dive Against Debris
Inside a 6.7 km2 area/survey and depth range from 5 – 24 m, 1239 debris were taken out from Meno Slope
(Figure 39). The debris is dominated by plastic (72%), ranging from beverage bottles, food wrappers, diapers to
SCUBA gear. Our surveys also suggested that food wrapper, laundry liquid wrapper, and liquid shampoo
wrapper are the most problematic debris around the Gili Islands.

Figure 39. A pie chart showing proportion of debris type found from 45 Dive Against Debris surveys
in 2018.
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Underwater and Aerial Time-Lapse
Three out of four underwater time-lapse samples are showing changes within nine months. The changes are
caused by several factors such as sea water temperature and wave action. Figure 40 is showing how 2oC rise in
sea water temperature can cause the sub-massive hard coral on the right side of the picture to bleach, died, and
then covered with macro algae. The soft corals in Figure 41 disappeared presumably because of strong waves
actions (2-3 m significant wave height in daily average) during June-July 2018 period. In contrast, Figure 42 is
showing variety of changes. The juvenile Pocilloporid on the concrete structure is growing and there is new
branching Acropora recruit on bottom left of the right picture. However, there are some lost of hard coral on
the right side of the picture.
There are two main findings from Aerial time-lapse project. First, there are no more permanent buildings by the
beach after the government asked the businesses to move the buildings on the beach land-ward on March 2018
(Figure 43). Second, there are significant change of grass cover in the island because of dry season. In Figure 44,
most of the grass on the field on the right side of the picture turned brown. In addition, there are more sand
brought by waves and tides to the seagrass meadows on the left side of the picture.
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Figure 40. The sub-massive coral on the right bleached and died (covered with macro algae).
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Figure 41. The soft corals in the centre disappeared after 5 months.
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Figure 42. All the changes in the concrete structure are red circled. Note some spots are losing and getting coral new recruits.
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Figure 43. The comparison within 5 months period of drone photographs at north side of Gili Air.
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Figure 44. The comparison within 5 months period of drone photographs at west side of Gili Air.
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Extra Projects
Dead Sharks Dissection
Two dead sharks’ specimen were showing big volume of liver compare to its body size, taking more than 50%
of the internal organ space. Furthermore, the GSC team could observe the external and internal organs
differences between a reef shark and a deep-water shark.

Figure 45. The juvenile female white tip shark right after being picked up at Gili Trawangan. Note
that the ruler is 30 cm long. Inset: the absence of clasper showing this is a female.
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Figure 46. The adult male mandarin dogfish during measurement and dissection. Inset: the presence
of clasper showing this is a male.

Invasive Tunicate Distribution
According to Anzani (2018), the invasive tunicate is identified as Didemnum sp. From 134 quadrats at eight dive
sites, we found no relation between invasive tunicate, Didemnum sp. percentage and Dead Coral percentage
(Figure 47). The Didemnum sp. starts to appear at 11 m and more are found in deeper area (Figure 48). Most
Didemnum sp. percentage found in three dive sites around Gili Meno with Bounty Wreck has the highest mean
Didemnum sp. coverage (1.57%; n=14), followed by Meno Slope (0.92%; n=18) and Turtle City (0.34%; n=20).
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Figure 47. Scatterplot of Didemnum sp. percentage vs Dead Coral percentage

Figure 48. Scatterplot of Depth and Didemnum sp.percentage. Note that the Didemnum sp. is
starting to appear at 11 m, all the way until 24 m.
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Earthquake Impact Assessment to the Coral Reefs
From ten dive sites as sample in this research, we have found different impacts from each dive site. Summary of
our observation is shown on Table 9. This section will focus mainly on first five dive sites on Table 9 since those
dive sites have observable impacts on the reef.

Table 9. Earthquake impact on the reefs from ten dive sites as sample in this research.

Impacted Reef Most Observed
(yes/no)
Impact Type
Sunset Point Yes
Cracks
Turtle City
Yes
Landslide
Bounty Wreck Yes
Landslide
Meno Slope Yes
Landslide
Han's Reef
Yes
Cracks
Shark Point
No
Halik
No
Meno Wall
No
Mirko's Reef No
Air Wall
No
Dive Site

Figure 49 is showing the comparison of average indicator species sightings per dive from pre-earthquake and
post-earthquake Roving Surveys. There is significant difference of indicator species sightings at Sunset Point,
Meno Slope, Shark Point, Halik and Mirko’s Reef while the indicator species sightings stay the same at Turtle
City, Bounty Wreck, Han’s Reef, Meno Wall, and Air Wall.
From Fish and Benthic Surveys, it is suggested that there is significant difference of reef fish density at Sunset
Point and Bounty Wreck (Figure 50). Similar to Roving Survey result, the reef fish density at Turtle City does not
change.
In the next section, explanation of each dive site will be shown in more details.
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Figure 49. Comparison of average indicator species sightings per dive at ten dive sites from preearthquake and post-earthquake Roving Survey.

Figure 50. Comparison of reef fish density per m2 at ten dive sites from pre-earthquake and postearthquake Fish and Benthic Survey.
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Sunset Point
From all of the surveyed dive sites, most of the cracks on hard corals are found in Sunset Point. The cracks
opening is around 5-7 cm (Figure 51). There are no patterns of the orientation of the cracks. However, at some
hard coral the cracks are having radial symmetry (Figure 52).
In addition, there are also found tipped over hard corals from 17-21 m depth. On the shallow, there are Heliopora
colonies that went on the slope to the deeper area.
The “usual” white tip reef shark (T. obesus) nursery scenery around 21 m can still be observed. Similarly,
Hawksbill Turtle are seen around the shallow part of the dive site. One change that came from the earthquake
impact is soldier fishes starting filling in the cracks as their shelter from predator.

Figure 51. One of the crack on hard coral at Sunset Point (photo credit: Warren Beyers).
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Figure 52. Radial symmetry of the cracks on one hard coral colony.
Turtle City
Two main changes at Turtle City that can be observed are a partly collapsed pinnacle as the main feature of the
dive site and landslide on the slope at the south side of the dive site. The impact on the north side of pinnacle is
making the slope steeper (Figure 53). Collapsed coral colonies start at 12 meters all the way down to 35 meters.
Similarly, the slope at the south side also is becoming steeper with 50-70 meters width.

Figure 53. Partly collapsed pinnacle at Turtle City. The left side of the photo is facing north.
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As the main attraction, a group of green turtles (Chelonia mydas) at the top of the pinnacle is still constantly
sighted everyday by SCUBA divers and snorkelers. This data is suggested that despite change of topography, the
main features of Turtle City hasn’t changed.

Meno Slope and Bounty Wreck
The slope along Meno Slope and the north part of Bounty Wreck are impacted similarly. Steeper slope and sand
covering the reefs are observable impacts at these two dive sites. Since Meno Slope is dominated by sloping reef
consists of loose sandy substrate, large part of the dive site is impacted. On the other hand, Bounty Wreck main
attraction, the shipwreck, is not impacted (Figure 54).
Marine life that are constantly sighted and the corals growing on the shipwreck are still observed by SCUBA
divers and snorkelers.

Figure 54. The shipwreck at Bounty Wreck does not change its shape and depth.
Han’s Reef
Similar to Sunset Point, there are cracks observed at two pinnacles at Han’s Reef. As one of the main features of
the dive site, it is suggested that Han’s reef is impacted. However, group of green turtles are still sighted on the
top of pinnacles (Figure 55).
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Figure 55. The iconic green turtle resting on barrel sponge at Han’s Reef.

Discussion
The initial idea of BRUV is to observe marine life on their natural behaviour. We use the attractant of mostly
mackerel to attract shark prey and hence we expected to get more shark sightings on the footage. However,
from all the BRUV that has been dropped and viewed, the result is not as we expected. Shark and ray sightings
are low. But, there are two main findings from our observation:
-

Black tip reef shark (C. melanopterus) are observed more than white tip reef shark (T. obesus) on BRUV
compared to other methods such as Roving Survey and Unite Gili. Two main factors that could be the
reason for this findings are black tip reef sharks does not seem to like external disturbance (bubbles
from diver and boat) and because the average BRUV drop depth is 9.1 m so that black tip reef shark
habitat is more on the shallow area. In contrast, white tip reef shark prefers to stay in a deeper area
and also becomes more active during the night making it less sighted on BRUV footages Another
discovery from BRUV is that around Batfish Point is a black tip reef shark habitat.

-

Moray eels are observed to be very aggressive to our bait. Barley et al. (2015) has reported similar
findings on G. fimbriatus feeding behaviour. Their findings suggested that from BRUV footage we can
observe the moray eel perseverance in extracting and remove the bait from bait cage. That indicates
how moray eel hunts their prey inside crevices of the reefs where they typically hunt. Feeding behaviour
patterns of moray eels from the videos seems to depend on species and size of the individual.
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Graham and Ellis (2017) has reported number of sharks and bony fishes as shark’s know prey decrease further
away from the protection zone which is located on west-southwest of Gili Trawangan (Figure 56). However it
could be also caused by the initial habitat diversity around Gili Trawangan which has mangroves and larger reefs
areas compare to to Gili Meno or Gili Air which dominated by rubbles or sandy area.
The comparison between 2017 and 2018 data suggest that there is significant decrease of amount of bony fish
sighting per dive from 65.12 to 45.28 (Figure 57). However, shark, ray, and turtle sightings are not significantly
different although there is slight increase for average turtle sightings (Figure 58).
According to Heupel et al. (2007), there are three criteria for an identified shark nursery area. First, sharks are
constantly sighted across the years. Second, the area is repeatedly used as the habitat for sharks. Lastly, shark
sighting abundance in that area is higher than in surrounding area. With these criteria, our Roving Survey and
Unite Gili plus Unite Bali data have proved Gili Islands provided all the criteria. In addition, most of the sharks in
Gili Islands are smaller than 1 m (Figure 59), ranging from 0.5 to 0.8 m. Assuming a newborn white tip reef shark
is 43.2 cm and the growth of first year is 16 cm, then it decreased on second year to 11 cm and so on continuing
the progression of growth curve (Randall, 1977), white tip reef sharks around Gili Islands are approximately 1-6
years old.
The sightings of migratory species such as whale shark and reef manta ray can be explained by the throughflow
that passing by Gili Islands. Gili Islands is located at Lombok Strait. According to Manjunatha et al. (2015) Lombok
Strait is reported recorded as the coolest region from all Indonesian Throughflow (ITF) – a region where Pacific
Ocean is exchanging heat and water with Indian Ocean – with Sea Surface Temperature < 26oC and so that more
nutritious water. The phenomenon amplifies around July-August. Similarly, Kusuma et al. (2017) suggested that
June-October is the colder period for Lombok Strait region. Although from 2018 data, the highest number of
sightings were during May, reef manta ray and whale shark sightings are distributed during June, July, and
September 2018.
One of the biggest problems around the Gili Islands is the continuous decline of live coral coverage, especially
hard coral as reef building coral. According to Wildlife Conservation Society (WCS) report in 2012, the average
hard coral coverage in Gili Matra marine reserve was 23.7%. WCS also pointed out the highest hard coral
coverage was located in Gili Trawangan with 34.1%. Similarly, Coremap – CTI (2014) reported average live coral
cover in Gili Islands was 24.48%. In contrast, in this report the average of live hard coral cover is 15.21% and the
highest hard coral cover percentage is at Halik (Gili Trawangan) with 28.57%. The decline of average live hard
coral cover could be related to El Nino event in 2016. Growing tourism around the Gili Islands can also increase
the stress to the coral reefs. This can be a potential problem in the future if the corals around the Gili Islands
cannot recover because the live coral cover is related to reef fish abundance (Figure 60) and hence commercial
fish (carnivore fish).
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From the data analysis and daily observation in 3 years periods, we suggest list of actions that need
to be considered by stakeholders as follow:
-

Get every visitor aware that Gili Islands is a Marine Recreational Reserve by announcement
at public area or fast boat.

-

Make the “MPA” title in Gili Islands as marketing tool to promote sustainable tourism.

-

Protect white tip reef shark and black tip reef shark locally within the Gili Matra Marine
Recreational Reserve.

-

Divers, snorkelers, and boat quota per day to reduce the stress to the reefs and marine life.

-

Patrol team to enforce the zonation especially on south side, west side and north side of Gili
Trawangan, the side of the island with the highest density for shark, ray, and bony fish.

-

Coral reef rehabilitation program in restoring the reef in Gili Islands which is now dominated
by rubbles.

-

Tagging program for pregnant female to discover spawning area of white tip reef shark.

-

Place more mooring lines at dive/snorkelling sites to reduce damage on coral reef from
anchor.
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Figure 56. Gili Matra Marine Recreational Reserve zonation. Note that the largest protection area is on the west-south west side of Gili Trawangan.
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Figure 57. Average number (mean ± SE) of bony fish sighting from 2017 and 2018.

Figure 58. Average number (mean ± SE) of shark, ray, and turtle sighting from 2017 and 2018.
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Figure 59. A pie chart of white tip reef shark size distribution from Roving Survey in 2018.

Figure 60. A scatter plot of relationship between hard coral cover and reef fish density from ten dive
sites. The linear model explains 52.34% of the reef fish density variability in response to hard coral
coverage.
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Quality Assessment
-

There is a gap in data collection process on August due to earthquake that hit Lombok region on 5 th of
August 2018.

-

The Photo Identification results of white tip reef sharks was way less than turtles because it was difficult
to get usable picture for identification since most of the time the white tip reef sharks were resting
under an overhang or table coral. However, Photo Identification result can give the idea of turtle
population in Gili Islands.

-

Incorrect size estimation by Unite Gili reporter causing more sightings for white tip reef shark larger
than 1 m (adult) on Unite Gili compare to white tip reef shark smaller than 1 m (juvenile). On the other
hand, Roving Survey data suggested that most of the white tip reef sharks are juveniles.

-

The number of data samples highly depends on the season. In high season (June-September) there
were more data reported since dive shops around the island had more guests and vice versa in low
season (October-May). Nevertheless, we have our own database as a benchmark.

-

The data from dive sites around Gili Trawangan are higher compared to dive sites around Gili Meno and
Gili Air. It is because guests from dive shop prefer to see shark which has highest encounter probability
around Gili Trawangan.
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